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A two-distance set in Ed is a point set X in the d-dimensional Euclidean space
such that the distances between distinct points in X assume only two different non-
zero values. Based on results from classical distance geometry, we develop an algo-
rithm to classify, for a given d, all maximal (largest possible) two-distance sets in
Ed. Using this algorithm we have completed the full classification for all d7, and
we have found one set in E8 whose maximality follows from Blokhuis’ upper bound
on sizes of s-distance sets. While in the dimensions d6 our classifications confirm
the maximality of previously known sets, the results in E7 and E8 are new. Their
counterpart in dimension d10 is a set of unit vectors with only two values of
inner products in the Lorentz space Rd, 1. The maximality of this set again follows
from a bound due to Blokhuis.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We briefly outline the structure of the paper.
The background on two-distance sets, such as cardinality bounds and
connection with graphs, is surveyed in Section 2.
In Section 3 we introduce the graphs T (n), which play a special role in
this paper. We use them in Section 4 as a framework of maximal two-dis-
tance sets in Ed for d6 on one side (possibly with the exception of the
case d=6), and for our new sets in E7 and E8 on the other side. This shows
an interesting connection between the previously known constructions,
whose maximality we confirmed (d6), and the newly discovered sets
(d=7, 8). The role of the graphs T (n) in higher dimensions is explained
in Section 5 where we prove that, for any d10, the graph T (d+2)
represents a set of unit vectors with only two values of inner products
(both different from 1) in the Lorentz space Rd, 1. Such set again is a maxi-
mal set with respect to the mentioned property.
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In Section 6 we restrict attention to those Euclidean two-distance sets,
whose distance ratio is the golden ratio. We provide the full classification
of maximal sets in dimensions d6. Here we also discover new maximal
sets, namely three sets in the space E4.
The maximality results for E8 and Rd, 1 (d10) are computer independent,
since an upper bound is attained. In the other cases, maximality was proved
using the algorithms presented in Section 7. While it may be interesting to
see how computer algorithms can rely on classical results of metric
geometry (Menger), it is possible to fully appreciate the results of the paper
without studying the computational methods. In this sense, Sections 2
through 6 and Section 7 form two independent parts of the paper.
2. TWO-DISTANCE SETS
2.1. Definitions and Facts
Let R p, q be the ( p+q)-dimensional linear space over R provided with
the inner product
(x, y)=x1 y1+ } } } +xp yp&xp+1 yp+1& } } } &xp+q yp+q . (1)
In this paper we are dealing mainly with the Euclidean spaces Rd, 0=Ed
and in Section 5 with the Lorentz spaces Rd, 1.
As usual, we define the norm
&x&=(x, x).
In the Euclidean case we will assume that the coordinates in (1) are taken
with respect to an orthonormal basis [e1 , ..., ed ] of Ed. In Euclidean spaces
we moreover introduce a symbol for the norm induced metric:
|PQ |=- &P&Q&, P, Q # Ed.
Definition 2.1. We say that X/Ed is an s-distance set if the Euclidean
distances between distinct points in X assume only s different non-zero
values.
Theorem 2.2. Let X be an s-distance set in Ed. Then
|X |\d+ss + . (2)
Proof. Blokhuis first proved the theorem for the case s=2 in [3] and
then generalized it for any s in [4] (p. 27). K
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Equality in (2) occurs, for example, when s=1 or d=1. Apart from
these two trivial cases, no other pairs (d, s) with equality in (2) have been
known so far. We present one new example in Section 4.3.
Definition 2.3. By a maximal two-distance set in E d we will mean any
two-distance set in Ed whose cardinality is maximal among all two-distance
sets in Ed.
Theorem 2.4. Let X be a set of unit vectors in Rd&1, 1 such that the inner
product between elements of X assumes only s different values, all different
from 1, then
|X |\d+s&1s + .
Proof. The theorem is due to Blokhuis. See [4], p. 19 or Corollary 3.2
in [5]. K
2.2. Representation by Graphs
Throughout this paper, by a graph G we mean an undirected graph
without loops and without multiple edges. The notation G=(V, E ) means
that V is the vertex set of G and E is the edge set of G. The edge connecting
the vertices u and v will be denoted by uv.
Let X/Ed be a two-distance set formed by n points at distances : and
;. We represent the set X by a graph G=(V, E ) on n vertices as follows.
Introduce a bijection f : X  V. The vertices f ( y) and f (z) are adjacent in
G if and only if the distance of the points y and z in X is :. Thus, whenever
we speak about the graph representation, we think of the two distances as
an ordered pair: If G represents the set X with distances (:, ;), then the
complement of G represents the same set X with distances (;, :).
3. A TRIANGULAR GRAPH SWITCHING
Definition 3.1. Let n be a positive integer. The triangular graph T(n)
is a graph on ( n2) vertices which are labeled by two-element sets [i, j ]/
[1, ..., n]. The vertices [i, j ] and [k, l ] are adjacent in T(n) if and only if
[i, j ] & [k, l ]{<.
Remark. The graph T(1) is the empty graph, which has no vertices.
Lemma 3.2. For any positive integer d there exists a two-distance set in
Ed with ( d+12 ) points at distances - 2 and 2.
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Proof. Consider the triangular graph T(d+1). After mapping the ver-
tex [i, j ] on the point ei+ej # E d+1 (1i< jd+1) we see that T(d+1)
represents a two-distance set in E d, since each point ei+e j lies in the hyper-
plane [(x1 , ..., xd+1) | d+1k=1 xk=2]. K
Definition 3.3. Let G=(V, E ) be a graph and let V=V1 _ V2 be a
disjoint partition of its vertex set into two subsets. Let G$ be the graph
obtained by removing from G all edges xy # E where x # V1 , y # V2 and by
adding to G all edges xy  E where x # V1 , y # V2 . We say that G$ is the
switching of G with respect to the set V1 (or, alternatively, with respect to
the set V2).
Switching of graphs was extensively studied by Seidel and is sometimes
called Seidel switching. For examples see [16], pp. 878ff.
Definition 3.4. Let n be a positive integer. Let V=V1 _ V2 be a
disjoint partition of the vertex set of the triangular graph T(n) such that
the subgraph induced on the set V1 is the complete graph on n&1 vertices
(a maximal clique of T(n)). By T (n) we denote the switching of T(n) with
respect to the set V1 .
Thus, the cardinalities of the sets V1 and V2 are n&1 and ( n&12 ), respec-
tively. The subgraph induced on the set V2 is the triangular graph T(n&1).
The graphs T (n) will play a key role in Sections 4 and 5.
4. MAXIMAL TWO-DISTANCE SETS IN Ed FOR d8
In this section we classify (up to isometry) all maximal two-distance sets
in Euclidean spaces of dimension less than or equal to 7, and we determine
the maximal cardinality in E8 by constructing a two-distance set that
attains the bound of Theorem 2.2.
Apart from the trivial case d=1, the exact cardinality of maximal two-
distance sets in Ed has been known only for E2 (Kelly) and for E3 (Croft),
see [7], p. 152. It has been conjectured that also certain well-known
constructions in E4, E5 and E6 are maximal in their respective spaces, see
[16], p. 857.
Since many constructions in this section are centered around the graph
T (n), we first note the following fact.
Proposition 4.1. If n10, then the graph T (n) represents a two-
distance set in En&1.
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Proof. We prove the proposition by constructing an explicit mapping
of the vertices of T (n) to points in Euclidean space. For the sake of
computational ease at later stages of this paper, we establish two different
constructions (‘‘models’’) of the two-distance set represented by the graph
T (n).
Let n be fixed, n10. From Definition 3.1 we recall that the vertices of
T(n), and hence also the vertices of T (n), are labeled by two-element sets
[i, j]/[1, ..., n]. Let V=V1 _ V2 be the vertex set partition as in Defini-
tion 3.4, and assume that the set V1 consists of the vertices [i, n],
1in&1.
The direct model is constructed in the space En&1. For 1in&1, the
vertex [i, n] is mapped on the point
&ei+
1
n&1
(3+- &n+10) :
n&1
k=1
ek
and, for 1i< jn&1, the vertex [i, j ] is mapped on the point
ei+ej .
The hyperplane model is constructed in the hyperplane
{(x1 , ..., xn) } :
n
k=1
xk=2=/E n.
For 1in&1, the vertex [i, n] is mapped on the point
&ei+
1
n&1 \3+
&n+10
n + :
n&1
k=1
ek&&n+10n en
and, for 1i< jn&1, the vertex [i, j ] is mapped on the point
ei+ej .
In either model it is straightforward to verify that the images of adjacent
vertices of T (n) have Euclidean distance - 2 and that the images of non-
adjacent vertices of T (n) have Euclidean distance 2. K
Examples. We will now illustrate Proposition 4.1 by describing some
maximal two-distance sets in terms of the graphs T(n) and T (n).
1. The graph T(4) represents the two-distance set formed by the ver-
tices of the regular octahedron in E3, whereas the graph T (4) represents the
two-distance set formed by the vertices of a regular triangular prism in E3.
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2. The graphs T (5) and T(5) are isomorphic, hence they represent
the same two-distance set in E 4. An isomorphism between T (5) and T(5)
is provided by mapping the vertex [i, j ] of T(5) on the vertex [1, 2, 3, 4]"
[i, j ] of T (5) for all 1i< j4, and by mapping the vertex [i, 5] of T(5)
on the vertex [i, 5] of T (5) for all 1i4. As is well-known, T(5) is the
complement of the Petersen graph.
3. For examining the two-distance set represented by T (6) we will
employ the direct model in E5. (See the proof of Proposition 4.1.) We have
5 points of the form &ei+5k=1 ek (1i5) and 10 points of the form
ei+ej (1i< j5). These 15 points at distances - 2 and 2 can be
extended by the point 0 (origin) to a 16-point two-distance set in E5. As is
well-known, this set is represented by the Clebsch graph, see [16], p. 857.
Lemma 4.2. Let d # [5, 6, 7] and let X be a maximal two-distance set in
Ed. Let the distances in X be : and ;, with :<;. Then ;:=- 2.
Proof. Theorem 2 in [12] implies that if d # [5, 6, 7] and X is a two-
distance set in Ed with distances : and ; (:<;), and if |X |>2d+3, then
;:=- 2. Since d5 implies ( d+12 )>2d+3 and since for any d there is
a two-distance set on ( d+12 ) points in E
d with the distance ratio - 2
(Lemma 3.2), Lemma 4.2 follows. K
Remark. Using techniques of [12], one can prove the statement of
Lemma 4.2 for a much larger set of values of d. We restricted the statement
only to those values of d that we actually use in the present paper.
4.1. The Spaces Ed with d6
Theorem 4.3. The cardinality of maximal two-distance sets in Ed for
1d6 as well as the number of these sets (up to isometry and scaling) are
contained in Table I.
TABLE I
Classification of Maximal Two-Distance Sets in Ed, d6
Space Cardinality Number of sets
E1 3 1
E2 5 1
E3 6 6
E4 10 1
E5 16 1
E6 27 1
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Proof. The results for dimensions 2d4 were obtained in the following
way: For each such d, first the algorithm from Section 7.4 was used to detect
all numbers # which can occur as distance ratios in (d+3)-point two-distance
sets in Ed. Then, for each such #, the algorithm from Section 7.5 was used
to determine all maximal two-distance sets with distances 1 and # in the
respective space.
In dimensions d=5 and d=6 the attention was restricted to #=- 2,
which is justified by Lemma 4.2. The algorithm from Section 7.5 was
used. K
All sets in Table I have been known previously. Most of them have been
mentioned in connection with Proposition 4.1 in the present paper, or will
be discussed in Section 6. The only exceptions are the trivial set of three
points in E1, and the 27-point set in E 6, whose construction can be found,
for example, in [16], p. 855.
On the other hand, in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 we construct new maximal
two-distance sets.
4.2. The Space E7
Theorem 4.4. The maximal two-distance set in E7 has 29 points. This set
is unique up to isometry and scaling.
Proof. Consider the hyperplane model of the two-distance set that is
represented by the graph T (8). (See the proof of Proposition 4.1.) We have
7 points of the form
&ei+
1
2 :
7
k=1
ek&
1
2e8 (1i7)
and 21 points of the form
ei+ej (1i< j7).
These 28 points can be extended by the point
1
2 :
7
k=1
ek&
3
2e8
to the set of 29 points at distances - 2 and 2 in the hyperplane
[(x1 , ..., x8) | 8k=1 xk=2]. This hyperplane is a 7-dimensional Euclidean
space.
The maximality and uniqueness of this set was proved using the algo-
rithm from Section 7.5. The attention was restricted to the distance ratio
#=- 2, see Lemma 4.2. K
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4.3. The Space E8
It has repeatedly been pointed out that the only known examples where
equality occurs in the Blokhuis’ bound for an s-distance set in Ed
(Theorem 2.2) are the trivial cases, when s=1 or d=1, and the question
has been raised whether non-trivial examples would exist. (See [1] or [2],
p. 29.) We answer this question affirmatively by presenting a construction
with (d, s)=(8, 2).
Theorem 4.5. The cardinality of a maximal two-distance set in E8 is 45.
Proof. Consider the hyperplane model of the two-distance set which is
represented by T (10). (See the proof of Proposition 4.1.) We have 9 points
of the form
&ei+
1
3 :
9
k=1
ek (1i9)
and 36 points of the form
ei+ej (1i< j9).
All of these 45 points belong to the space spanned by the set [e1 , ..., e9]
and, moreover, they belong to the hyperplane [(x1 , ..., x9) | 9k=1 xk=2]
inside this space. This hyperplane is an 8-dimensional Euclidean space.
On the other hand, it follows from Theorem 2.2 that any two-distance
set in E 8 contains at most 45 points. K
5. AN INFINITE FAMILY OF SETS IN LORENTZ SPACES
In Section 4 we learned the significance of the sets represented by the
graphs T (n) for certain values n10. In this section we explain their
significance in cases n12. Namely, we obtain an infinite family of sets
attaining the Blokhuis’ bound for sets with two inner products in the
Lorentz spaces Rd, 1 (Theorem 2.4).
Theorem 5.1. Let d10. There is a set X of ( d+22 ) unit vectors in R
d, 1
with the property that the inner product between any two elements of X
assumes only two different values (both different from 1). In other words, the
maximum possible cardinality of such a set is attained for any d10.
Proof. The upper bound of ( d+22 ) follows from Theorem 2.4. We now
prove by an explicit construction that this bound is attained for any d10.
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We will use the common notation for coordinates and inner products in
Rp, 1, namely
(x, y)=&x0 y0+x1 y1+ } } } +xp yp for x, y # R p, 1.
Let [e0 , ..., ep] be the standard basis of R p, 1, that is, (ei) j=$i, j where $i, j
is the Kronecker delta.
Let d10 be fixed a let us define
A=
3
- (d&1)(d&8)
and
B=
d&5
- (d&1)(d&8)
.
Consider the following mapping of the vertex set of the graph T (d+2)
into the space Rd+1, 1:
The vertex [i, d+2] is mapped on the vector
Ae0&ei+
A - 2+1
d+1
:
d+1
k=1
ek (1id+1)
and the vertex [i, j ] is mapped on the vector
Be0+ei+e j+
B - 2&2
d+1
:
d+1
k=1
ek (1i< jd+1).
Let Y be the set of the ( d+22 ) vectors that we just defined. We will now
examine the inner products among pairs of different elements of Y. There
are five cases to distinguish, and we find out that the inner product is equal
to &1(d&8) if the corresponding vertices in T (d+2) are adjacent, and is
equal to &(d&7)(d&8) if the corresponding vertices in T (d+2) are non-
adjacent.
It is easy to check that all vectors in Y have the same norm, namely
(d&9)(d&8).
Finally we realize that all vectors in Y are orthogonal to the space-like
vector
- 2 e0+ :
d+1
k=1
ek # R
d+1, 1.
This means that the set Y lies in a Lorentzian hyperplane of Rd+1, 1 or, in
other words, it lies in Rd, 1.
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After scaling by the factor of - (d&8)(d&9), the set Y is turned into
the set X of unit vectors with only two different inner products (different
from 1). K
6. THE GOLDEN RATIO AS THE DISTANCE RATIO
The golden ratio is the number { subject to the conditions {2={+1,
{>1. Throughout the rest of this paper, we reserve the symbol { to denote
this value.
In Section 4 we were looking for maximal two-distance sets in Euclidean
spaces without any restriction on the ratio of the two distances. In the
present section we focus only on sets whose distance ratio is equal to {.
Again we look for largest possible such sets in a given Euclidean space.
Let G(d ) denote the cardinality of a maximal two-distance set in E d with
distance ratio {. It follows from Theorem 2 in [12] that G(d )2d+3
for all d. Also, G(d )2d for all d, as can be seen by an easy construction
(Section 6.1).
Examples. In E2, the maximum cardinality is five (the vertices of the
regular pentagon).
In E3, the maximum cardinality is six and it is attained by four sets,
which can all be constructed as subsets of the vertex set of the icosahedron.
(See [17] or [18].) Two sets are obtained by taking the vertices of an
arbitrary regular pentagon on the icosahedron along with the common
neighbor of these five points, or along with the vertex antipodal to this
common neighbor. The other two sets can be generalized also to other
dimensions, as we will see in Section 6.1.
6.1. The Truncated Pyramids
In [11], the following construction of a two-distance set with 2d points
in Ed is called the ‘‘truncated pyramid’’: Let d points Q1 , ..., Qd form the
regular simplex with edge length 1, and let the other d points R1 , ..., Rd
form the regular simplex with edge length {. The remaining distances are
|QiRi |=1 (i # [1, ..., d ]) and |QiRj |={ ([i, j ]/[1, ..., d ], i{ j).
It is an easy exercise to verify that this truncated pyramid exists in any
Ed and that it is a spherical set, i.e., there is a (unique) sphere in Ed which
contains all 2d points of the set. Let P1(d ) denote the truncated pyramid
in E d and let r1(d) denote the radius of its circumscribed sphere.
We introduce a similar construction in Ed by keeping the simplices intact,
|QiQj |=1 and |RiRj |={, and switching (Definition 3.3) the distances
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determining their relative position: |Qi Ri |={ and |QiRj |=1. (We assume
everywhere i, j # [1, ..., d ] and i{ j.)
By easy calculations one finds out that this configuration exists if and
only if 1d4, and that it is a spherical set in these cases. We will denote
this configuration by P2(d ). The radius of its unique circumscribed sphere
will be denoted by r2(d).
The sets P1(2) and P2(2) are clearly isometric and form a subset of
the vertex set of the regular unit pentagon. The sets P1(3) and P2(3) can
be both easily found on the icosahedron, as announced earlier, and thus
r1(3)=r2(3)<1.
An interesting situation arises in E 4, where we get r1(4)=1 and r2(4)={.
Thus P1(4) and P2(4), along with the respective centers of their circum-
scribed spheres, form two 9-point sets with distances 1 and { in E4. To
verify this claim we present coordinates for both sets. For the sake of
simplicity we scale the distances to - 2 and - 2 {.
The (scaled) set P1(4) is given by
Qi=ei (1i4)
and
Ri={ei&
{
2
:
4
k=1
ek (1i4)
and the center of its circumscribed sphere is
C=
1&{
2
:
4
k=1
ek .
The (scaled) set P2(4) is given by
Qi=ei (1i4)
and
Ri=&{ei+
{
2
:
4
k=1
ek (1i4)
and the center of its circumscribed sphere is
C=
1+{
2
:
4
k=1
ek .
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TABLE II
Classification of Maximal Two-Distance Sets with Distance Ratio {
Space Cardinality Number of sets
E1 2 1
E2 5 1
E3 6 4
E4 9 3
E5 10 2
E6 12 1
6.2. Maximal Sets with Distance Ratio {
Theorem 6.1. The cardinality of maximal two-distance sets in Ed with
distances 1 and { for 1d6 as well as the number of these sets (up to
isometry and scaling) are contained in Table II.
Proof. The results were obtained using the algorithm from Section 7.5
applied with #={. K
Apparently, the three 9-point sets in E4 with distance ratio { have been
missed by the earlier authors. In fact, Harborth and Piepmeyer conjectured
that no such sets exist, see the final remarks in [11].
We have constructed two of these three sets in Section 6.1. The remaining
set, denoted by S, is represented by the graph in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Graph representing a two-distance set in E4.
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The coordinates of the points in S with respect to the standard basis
[e1 , e2 , e3 , e4] of E4 are as follows:
&1 { 0 0
0 1 { 0
{ 0 1 0
{ 0 &1 0
C= 0 1 &{ 0 .
&1 &{ 0 0
0 0 0 &{+1
{&1 1 0 1
0 0 0 {+1
The i th row in the matrix C contains the coordinates of that point of S
which is represented by the vertex Qi in Fig. 1. The distances in S are 2 and
2{. In Fig. 1, adjacency represents Euclidean distance 2.
All other sets contained in Table II were introduced earlier in this section.
The only exception is one of the two sets in E 5, whose construction is
trivial: We consider the two circles
C1=[(r cos ,, r sin ,, 0, 0, 0) | , # [0, 2?)]/E 5
and
C2=[(0, 0, r cos ,, r sin ,, s) | , # [0, 2?)]/E 5
such that r=- 12+ 110 - 5<{- 2 is the radius of the circle circumscribed
around the regular pentagon with side 1, and s=- {2&2r2. For any
Q # C1 and any R # C2 we have |QR |={. Taking one regular pentagon on
either circle then yields a 10-point set with distances 1 and {.
7. THE ALGORITHMS
Some of the results in this paper (Sections 4.1, 4.2 and 6) were obtained
using computational methods. In the present section we first survey the
theoretical background on which these methods are based (Sections 7.1
through 7.3) and then the algorithms for constructing two-distance sets
are presented in Sections 7.4 and 7.5. Technical details concerning the
computer implementation and running times can be found in Section 7.6.
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7.1. Embeddability Theorems
Theorem 7.1. Let (ci, j) be a real symmetric n_n matrix with zero
diagonal. There exist n points P1 , ..., Pn # R p, q such that &Pi&Pj&=ci, j
(1i, jn) if and only if the matrix
M=(ci, n+cj, n&ci, j) i, jn&1
has p (or less) positive eigenvalues and q (or less) negative eigenvalues.
Proof. In this form the theorem is due to Schoenberg [15]. In the case
q=0 (Euclidean embeddability) the theorem was first stated by Menger,
see [6], pp. 105ff. K
Theorem 7.2. Let d be a positive integer. A metric space M of cardinality
|M |d+3 is isometrically embeddable in Ed if and only if any subspace of
M of cardinality exactly d+3 is.
Proof. The theorem is due to Menger. See [6], pp. 93ff. K
A concise presentation of Theorem 7.2 is the statement that the congruence
order of Ed is d+3.
7.2. Computer Algebra Background
Computer Algebra is a branch of Computer Science that deals with
implementation of algebraic manipulations on a computer. In our algo-
rithms we use operations on univariate polynomials (greatest common
divisor and factorization) and on their roots (algebraic numbers). We do
not need to implement these operations on our own, since they are parts
of many computer algebra software systems (Maple, Mathematica or
Axiom, to name just a few).
We will use only common notions from the algebra of polynomials. The
definitions can be found in the books [8] or [9].
The polynomials in this section are over Z, the ring of integers. This has
to be mentioned since some properties (like irreducibility) depend on the
coefficient domain.
All operations that we do are exact in the sense that they use only
rational arithmetic.
7.2.1. Computation with Real Algebraic Numbers
Throughout the rest of this paper, a real algebraic number # will be
represented by a pair (m, I ) where m is an irreducible polynomial with
integer coefficients such that m(#)=0 and I is an isolating interval for m
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and #, that is, an interval with rational endpoints such that # # I and I con-
tains no other roots of m. The polynomial m is usually called the minimal
polynomial of #, see [9], p. 378. While the minimal polynomial is unique up
to a constant multiple, the choice of an isolating interval obviously is a
little more liberal.
Lemma 7.3. There is an algorithm (using only rational arithmetic) which
takes as input an algebraic number # and a polynomial Q with integer coef-
ficients, and determines the sign of the number Q(#).
Proof. Suppose that # is represented by the pair (m, I ).
We have Q(#)=0 if and only if the polynomial m(x) divides the poly-
nomial Q(x) (possibly after multiplying m and Q by suitable integer
constants).
If Q(#){0, we can assume that Q(x) and m(x) are relatively prime, since
m(x) is irreducible and m(x) |% Q(x). It is now sufficient to find an isolating
interval I$=[a$, b$] for m and # such that we can prove that Q has no root
in I$. Then the sign of Q(#) is equal to the sign of Q(a$) (and to the sign
of Q(b$)). It may happen that the original interval I can be taken for I$, or
I$ is obtained from I by a finite number of bisections. Proving that Q has
no roots in an interval [a$, b$] is possible in several ways, for example by
using Sturm’s Theorem ([8], p. 108).
An alternative way for the case Q(#){0 is to find an isolating interval
I$=[a$, b$] for m and # such that b$&a$ is smaller than the root separation
of Q (see [14] for definition and a lower bound) and that Q(a$) and Q(b$)
have the same sign. Also in this case the sign of Q(#) is equal to the sign
of Q(a$) (and to the sign of Q(b$)). K
7.3. Recovery of Two-Distance Sets from Graphs
In Section 2.2 we saw how to represent a two-distance set by a graph.
Next we show how to decide whether a given graph represents a two-
distance set with a given pair of distances. For the sake of computational
easiness we will assume that one of the distances has been scaled to 1.
Lemma 7.4. There is an algorithm (using only rational arithmetic) which
takes as input an undirected simple graph G, a positive integer d and an
algebraic number #, and decides whether G represents a two-distance set in
Ed with distances (1, #), cf. Section 2.2.
Proof. We will describe the algorithm.
Let n be the number of vertices in G and assume that the vertices are
labeled 1, ..., n. Let t be an indeterminate. Define the matrix (ci, j)1i, jn by
ci, i=0 for 1in, ci, j=1 if i and j are adjacent in G and ci, j=t2 if i and
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j are non-adjacent in G. Build the matrix M from the matrix (ci, j) as
described in Theorem 7.1. (So the entries of M are polynomials in t.)
Evaluate the characteristic polynomial of M and call it P(*, t):
P(*, t)=|M&*I |.
For 0in&1, let Pi (t) be the coefficient of *i in P(*, t). Obviously,
Pi (t) are polynomials in t with integer coefficients.
For any fixed t=t0 # R, M is an (n&1)_(n&1) symmetric real matrix.
Hence, all roots of P(*, t0) are real.
Evaluate the signs of the numbers P0(#), P1(#), ..., Pn&1(#) using
Lemma 7.3. Denote this list of signs by L.
Using the Descartes’ rule of signs ([19], pp. 498499) determine the
signs of all roots of the polynomial P(*)=P(*, #) from the list L. By
Theorem 7.1, G represents a two-distance set in Ed with distances (1, #) if
and only if P(*) has at most d positive and no negative roots (counting
multiplicity). K
As already mentioned, it is important to note that all steps of the method
use only rational arithmetic. Since rational numbers can be represented in
a computer by pairs of integers, any operations on them are exact, as long
as numerators and denominators fit in the memory. Hence, the above
method is by no means endangered by any kind of numerical inaccuracy
or approximation.
Lemma 7.5. There is an algorithm (using only rational arithmetic) which
takes as input an undirected simple graph G and a positive integer d, and
decides whether there are any real numbers # with the property that G
represents a two-distance set in Ed with distances (1, #), cf. Section 2.2. In the
positive case the algorithm lists all such numbers #, if there are finitely many
of them.
Proof. This algorithm is a generalization of the algorithm from
Lemma 7.4. The initial part of the computation is identical with that in
Lemma 7.4, up to the evaluation of the polynomials Pi (t), 0in&1.
After completing this step we proceed with the evaluation of the greatest
common divisor
Q(t)=gcd(P0(t), ..., Pn&d&2(t)).
(See the case 3 below for the treatment of the situation n<d+2.)
If G represents a two-distance set in Ed with distances (1, #), then # must
be a root of Q(t), since the matrix M must have at least n&d&1 zero
eigenvalues. So it is natural to split the rest of the algorithm according to
the form of the polynomial Q(t).
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1. Q(t) is a non-zero constant. In this case there are no numbers #.
2. Q(t) is a non-constant polynomial in t with integer coefficients.
We proceed with the factorization of Q(t) into irreducible factors. In each
factor we find all isolating intervals for real positive roots and use
Lemma 7.4 for any resulting pair of irreducible factor and isolating interval.
We output those pairs for which Lemma 7.4 gives the positive answer.
3. Q(t)=0, which means that all polynomials P0(t), ..., Pn&d&2(t) are
identically zero. (In this subcase we also include the situation when
n<d+2.) This is potentially the most complicated case, since the poly-
nomial Q no longer yields restrictions on possible values of #, and the
Descartes’ rule of signs now takes the form of a system of polynomial
inequalities, which may have infinitely many solutions. Fortunately, this
case never occurs in our computations so we will not further analyze it
here. The absence of this case in our computations is partially due to the
fact that the two-distance sets that we are interested in (Tables I and II) all
obey the inequality nd+3. K
The remarks made after proof of Lemma 7.4 apply in the same form to
Lemma 7.5.
7.4. The Direct Algorithm
The direct algorithm takes as input two positive integers d an n and finds
all n-point two-distance sets in Ed.
The algorithm consists in generating all isomorphism types of graphs on
n vertices (this will be discussed in Section 7.6) and subsequently applies
Lemma 7.5 to each of them.
Alternatively, the algorithm can be restricted to one pair of distances
(1, #), by replacing Lemma 7.5 with Lemma 7.4.
The complexity of this algorithm for growing n is prohibitive, since the
number of isomorphism types of graphs on n vertices grows rapidly with
n, and also computing characteristic polynomials of large matrices with
symbolic entries is time intensive.
In conjunction with Theorem 7.2 we can restrict the use of the direct
algorithm only to the values n=d+3, and have a different method for
larger values of n. This second algorithm is presented in Section 7.5.
7.5. The Augmentation Algorithm
The augmentation algorithm takes as input a positive integer d and an
algebraic number #, and outputs the list of all maximal two-distance sets in
Ed with distances 1 and #.
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For n>d+3 we notice that Theorem 7.2 has the following consequence:
The graph G (with at least d+3 vertices) represents a two-distance set in
Ed if and only if all its induced subgraphs on d+3 vertices do. In all cases
the dimension and the two distances have to be the same, of course.
The main idea of the augmentation algorithm is to use the ‘‘expensive’’
direct algorithm only for nd+3, and then proceed by stepwise augmenting
the graphs (adding one vertex per iteration of the algorithm). In each
iteration (that is, for each n) we focus exclusively on those n-vertex graphs
that represent two-distance sets with the given values of d and #.
By L(n, d, #) we denote the exhaustive, isomorphism-free list of those
n-vertex graphs that represent a two-distance set in Ed, with distances
(1, #). For any graph G # L(n, d, #) we assume that the vertices of G are
labeled 1, 2, ..., n.
In the first phase of the algorithm we produce the lists L(d+1, d, #),
L(d+2, d, #) and L(d+3, d, #) by generating all isomorphism types of
n-vertex graphs (d+1nd+3) and applying Lemma 7.4 to them. If
some of these three lists is empty, we output the last non-empty list as the
result of the algorithm.
Remark. The list L(d+1, d, #) certainly is non-empty since it contains
the complete graph on d+1 vertices and the empty graph on d+1 vertices,
which represent regular simplices in E d. If we know in advance that the
list L(d+3, d, #) is non-empty (as it is, for example, when d3 and
# # [- 2, {]), then we can, of course, skip generating the lists L(d+1, d, #)
and L(d+2, d, #).
If the list L(d+3, d, #) is non-empty, we enter the second phase of the
algorithm. This phase consists in performing the following loop for
n=d+3, d+4, ... :
The list L(n+1, d, #) is produced from the list L(n, d, #) by processing in
turn each graph G # L(n, d, #) in the following way.
Possibilities of augmenting G by an (n+1) st vertex are examined. There
are 2n such possibilities, of which we may think as sequences of zeros and
ones of length n (‘‘augmentation sequences’’) where, in position i, the value
1 stands for adjacency and 0 stands for non-adjacency of the vertex number
i with the newly added (n+1) st vertex. Alternatively, we may think of
these 2n augmentation sequences as leaves of a binary tree B of depth n. We
perform the depth-first search of B with the goal of identifying all its leaves
whose augmentation sequence, when applied to the graph G, yields a graph
on n+1 vertices that represents a two-distance set. In depth d+2 the
search can be effectively pruned by checking various subgraphs of size d+3
against the list L(d+3, d, #). Whenever we reach a leaf (say, l ) of B, we
form the graph G$ by adding the (n+1) st vertex to G and connecting this
vertex to the other n vertices of G as indicated by the augmentation
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sequence corresponding to l. Then we check whether G$ already appears in
L(n+1, d, #). If not, then we form the d+3 graphs G$i (1id+3), where
G$i is the induced subgraph of G$ which arises by deleting its vertex i. Since
any induced subgraph of G$ on d+3 vertices is contained in at least
one of the graphs G$1 , ..., G$d+3 , G, it is an immediate consequence of
Lemma 7.4 that G$ represents a two-distance set if and only if all graphs
G$1 , ..., G$d+3 appear in L(n, d, #). If this is the case, we add G$ in
L(n+1, d, #). This binary tree search procedure is repeated for each
G # L(n, d, #).
We proceed by incrementing n until we reach for the first time a value
s for which L(s, d, #)=<. The output of the algorithm is the list
L(s&1, d, #). The termination is assured by Theorem 2.2.
7.6. Implementation Details
In order to achieve acceptable performance in terms of time and memory
needed, the augmentation algorithm was entirely implemented in the
programming language C with the exception of application of Lemmas 7.4
and 7.5, where a computer algebra system was used for the respective
algebraic operations.
Moreover, in the cases d=6 and d=7, in Lemma 7.4 a C program was
used to first perform the Gaussian elimination on the matrix M with #
substituted for t to find out the rank of this matrix, and the characteristic
polynomial was computed only in the cases when the rank of M was at
most d. Since the Gaussian elimination can lead to rational numbers whose
numerator or denominator exceed the machine word length, the GNU MP
library [10] for arbitrary long integer arithmetic was used. The Gaussian
elimination on the matrix M is relatively easy for #=- 2 since only rational
numbers occur in this case. In the case #={, however, this amounted to
implementing the four elementary arithmetic operations in the algebraic
number field Q(- 5), which are more time consuming than the operations
in Q. This was the reason why we have not pursued the combination d=7
and #={ so far.
For listing all isomorphism types of graphs on n vertices we used the
makeg program, which is a part of the nauty library written by B. D.
McKay [13]. For testing graph isomorphism we used the nauty routine
from the same library.
Two independent machines were used to run the augmentation algo-
rithm: a DEC Alpha 2000 4275 server with 256 MB RAM, and an
IBMSP2 parallel supercomputer consisting of 40 nodes RS6000 each with
256 MB RAM.
On the IBMSP2 machine we used the PVMe message passing system
for communicating between the nodes. At most 8 nodes were used
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TABLE III
Running Times (Second Phase) on the RS6000 Platform for #=- 2
Space CPU time (converted for a single RS6000 node)
E4 0.2 sec
E5 7 sec
E6 12 min
E7 40 days
simultaneously as this turned out to be already more than sufficient for all
data to be efficiently stored in the internal memory. The peak of memory
requirements occured at the moment when the lists L(18, 7, - 2) (consisting
of 1,300,988 graphs) and L(19, 7, - 2) (consisting of 1,365,297 graphs) had
to be stored simultaneously in the memory.
To illustrate the rapidly growing time intensity of the second phase of
the augmentation algorithm we present, in Table III, its running times in
the instances 4d7 and #=- 2. The figures are absolute times for a
single RS6000 node. That is, in the case of parallel runs, the number of
used processors is already included in the figures.
The CPU time needed on the DEC Alpha station was about half of the
time for the RS6000. However, in the case d=7 and #=- 2, there was a
significant time overhead due to the fact that the data did not fit in the
internal memory and, hence, disk swapping occurred frequently.
It is worthwhile to recall that, if a graph G represents a two-distance set
in Ed with distances (1, #), then the complement of G represents a two-
distance set in E d with distances (1, 1#). (Cf. Section 2.2.) This means that
every computation can be cross-checked by a corresponding result for the
complement graphs. These cross-checks were performed for all results of
Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 6.1. When evaluating the cross-checks, we did
not encounter any discrepancy.
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